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ABSTRACT
This report describes a series of experiments involving expansion of a domain-specific
human-generated “seed list” using available linguistic resources. The resources used for
the expansion are intended to be general purpose: two large-scale Chinese-English
dictionaries and a Chinese lexical knowledge base (HowNet). The methodology involves
three steps: (1) hand extraction of head words from each entry in the human-generated
seed list; (2) automatic comparison of these head words against entries in the linguistic
resources—where an entry matches if the head word matches the entry exactly or is
included in its the semantic definition; and (3) collection of any resulting matching
entries into a larger term list. The terms extracted by this process were verified manually
to confirm whether they were relevant to the topic of a specific domain. An important
contribution of this work is the finding that the use of a bilingual term list for the
expansion process does not provide a significant improvement over the use of a simpler,
more easily produced, monolingual term list.

1 Introduction
This report describes a series of experiments involving expansion of a domain-specific
human-generated term list using available linguistic resources. The resources used for the
expansion are intended to be general purpose: two large-scale Chinese-English
dictionaries and a Chinese lexical knowledge base (HowNet). The methodology involves
three steps: (1) hand extraction of head words from each entry in the human-generated
seed set; (2) automatic comparison of these head words against entries in the linguistic
resources—where an entry matches if the head word matches the entry exactly or is
included in its the semantic definition; and (3) collection of any resulting matching
entries into a larger term list. The terms extracted by this process were verified manually
to confirm whether they were relevant to the topic of a specific domain.
An important contribution of this work is the finding that the use of a bilingual term list
for the expansion process does not provide a significant improvement over the use of a
simpler, more easily produced, monolingual term list. This finding is critical, given that
our ultimate goal is to produce the “seed list” automatically from a monolingual input
document—using automatic IR techniques rather than human labor—as part of a larger
translation process. Our approach is to enhance existing general-purpose lexicons using
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domain-specific knowledge that is automatically detected from the words of the input
document.
Figure 1 shows our overall plan for domain-tuning a general bilingual lexicon.
Implemented boxes are outlined in red. In the current phase of our project (outside of the
blue dashed lines), we assume the existence of a very small domain-specific foreignlanguage (FL) seed list, or a single large document from which such a seed list may be
automatically extracted (possibly using monolingual or comparable corpora). We also
assume the existence of a bilingual general lexicon to which we will ultimately apply the
domain-tuning technique.
Input
Use IR
Techniques to
find domain-specific
terms

FL Doc

Domain-Specific
FL Seedlist
Term Expansion
Find heads*

Bilingual
General
Lexicon

Apply different
combinations of
seedlist terms as
query to IR system

FL Clustering
FL parse**
Apply reordering
Techniques using
Clustering results
(and English clusters
if available)
* Heads manually found; may be possible to automate

Expanded
Domain-Specific
FL Seedlist
Retrieved
Domain-Specific
FL Docs

Comparable
English
Corpora***
English Clustering

FL
Domain-Specific
Clusters

English
Domain-Specific
Clusters

Bilingual
Domain-Tuned
Lexicon
Output

** Clustering can be done with or without parse
*** Possibly produced using STRAND-like s/w (?)

Figure 1: Proposal for Domain-Tuning of Bilingual Lexicon

In the next phase of this project (inside the blue dashed lines), we will build the domaintuning module consisting of three components: (1) retrieval of a large set of monolingual
(Chinese) documents using different combinations of the expanded domain-specific
terms as a query; (2) application of a clustering algorithm to the retrieved monolingual
document set; (3) reordering of English translations in each Chinese-English entry of our
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bilingual lexicon based on the clustering results (and possibly clustering from comparable
English corpora, if available).
The first paper (to our knowledge) in which automatic domain-specific tuning of lexicons
was implemented was that of Resnik and Melamed (1997). However, this work presupposes the existence of a very large parallel text (bitext) in the source and target
language. More recent work (Chang et al., 2002) makes use of an existing (large)
resource of pre-established domain tags—the Far East Dictionary—and is strictly
monolingual in its application (enhancing WordNet entries with domain-specific tags).
In our approach, we produce a domain-tuned lexicon based on a bilingual lexicon and
other monolingual or comparable corpora but not necessarily parallel corpora.
Although we are currently investigating the Chinese-English language pair only, we
expect the techniques described herein to be applicable to other language pairs, provided
there exists a general bilingual dictionary for those pairs.
In the next section, we describe the linguistic resources used in this phase of the project.
Following this, we outline the techniques used in the term expansion process. Finally, we
provide experimental results, an analysis, and a discussion of the results.

2 Linguistic Resources
It is frequently the case that general-purpose linguistic resources are more accessible than
domain-specific lexicons. It is natural for us to make use of these available linguistic
resources while gathering domain-specific data that can be used for lexicon tuning—e.g.,
prioritizing the translations of foreign-language terms according to their relevance to a
particular domain. Our current goal is to expand a human-generated “seed list” of
domain-specific terms through a comparison of head words against general-purpose
Chinese-English dictionaries; ultimately, the expanded list will be used for document
retrieval, clustering, and prioritization of English translations in each Chinese-English
entry.
In our experiments, the general-purpose linguistic resources include two large-scale
Chinese-English dictionaries and one Chinese lexical knowledge base with English
translations. Figure 2 shows the characteristics of each resource. The first dictionary,
CETA1, is the original Optilex dictionary obtained from MRM corporation. The second
dictionary, CETA2, is the UMD parsed version of CETA1, but with additional usages.1
1

CETA2 includes Chinese-English entries from both Optilex (using 20 sources extracted by John Kovarik,
DoD) and the LDC Chinese-English bilingual term list v. 1.3 (IIRC). UMD performed subsequent cleanup of the file to remove punctuation and excessively verbose translations. In each Chinese-English entry,
the English translations are ordered according to unigram frequency (without POS distinctions) in the
Brown Corpus: First, single-word translations are organized in decreasing order of frequency; next, multiword translations are listed; and, finally, single-word translations with zero frequency in the Brown Corpus

3

An example of the distinction between CETA1 and CETA2 is that CETA2 includes more
lexical variants, such as “syndicalism,” and “syndicalist”, where CETA1 contains
“syndicalism”. In addition, CETA2 omits the grammatical categories and Chinese codes
from the original dictionary; since these were not relevant to our study, we take CETA2
to be the more comprehensive dictionary. The third resource is HowNet, a ChineseEnglish semantic resource constructed by Dr. Zhendong Dong and colleagues (Dong and
Dong, 2000).
No.
CETA1

File Name
ceta.3col

Size
233,367

CETA2

newest.lex.ordered

341,366

HowNet

hownet.txt

116,533

Contents
Chinese words/English
translations; some
grammatical categories
Chinese character codes
Chinese words/English
translations
Chinese words/English
translations;
Chinese/English
grammar categories;
Semantic definitions

Figure 2: Characteristics of Linguistic Resources

The human-generated domain-specific “seed list” contains 126 Chinese-English word
pairs (file name: ChemWeaponsTermList.txt). Some terms in this list are inordinately
long and essentially phrases unto themselves. Consider the following examples:



(2.1)
²³t´wµ^¶B·¸¹qºw»,¼,½t¾¿¦À¾^ÁtÂÃ^ÄÅwÆ,ÇwÈ^ÉB·ÊËÌhÍ,Î^Ï

Ð_ÑNÒNÓÒNÔÒÕÖÒÑ,Óy×SØPÐNÑNÒI×`ÙÚ`Ù)ÓÙ)ÒIÛ,ÒNÖÓy×SØÜ`ÝyØBÙÛwÞSßÑ^Ò8ÖPà`ÝáN×_âIã`Ù)ß8ÓÙÛ_äNåÐSÒÙIÝyÒIÛNÒæÝPÒÑ
ç Óy×ØyÑèNßÝyØSÝyåwßIÛSéwÒNÖPê_ßNÔ8ÓØÑFÙ)ÒÕ)ÒNäÙuÔßÕhëØ8Óy×_ÒNéSÝÒNÖÞ_ß8Ñ_ÖßÑ_Ø
¿^ð í ¿ñ^ò í Áóò íZô~õ^ö,÷wøtì,í îIù Áú³Áwû^³ üý\þwÿÌqÿ 
ì^íGôì îï ¿,ðt¿ñòwÁó^ò ôí ð    ì^í Á   
ç àÕ _â"
Õ !$# ÒÑ&%(' üý å Ù ÛÔÕ() ÔâNÔÕ)Ò8ßÕ _âÕ+* , éÙßÕ SâÕ-! ëØ8å/.SÓNå¬Û ÐNÑÒÑ Ù Ð8Ñ*
ß(0ÙÛNÒNØNÓu×_âÕPßÕ _â1
Õ ! ëØ8å.SÓåÛ ÐNÑWÒÑÙ ÐNÑ*^á8×_ÒÝá8×_ÒIÛ_ÒNÓy×ÙÒÕuß8Ó8ØÝtßyÛSé,Ô8ÒIÑ8ÑSØ_ÝáSÒyÛ_éÙÛSä^ßÕ+_âÕußNÓØNé
Ò8Ñá8ÑNÒ_ÓIÒIÛ_ßNÓ8Ø8éWÝußÕuÓSÝ

(2.2)
ì^í îï$í

There are 17 terms (13.5% of the human-generated seed list) that are longer than 10
Chinese characters (phrases in English translation are slightly shorter). Among the other
terms, 46 (36.5%) are names of special chemical products that have 4 or more Chinese
are listed. This resource was used for Chinese-English MT in a previous project (Dorr et al., 2002), but
without the domain-specific lexicon tuning that we are investigating for the current project.
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characters. If we were to apply an exact match algorithm, half of the terms in this “seed
list” would not be found in our linguistic resources and our resulting list would not be
complete enough to serve as a query set for our domain—many relevant texts would not
be found in later document-retrieval experiments. Thus, our goal is to perform term
expansion such that the overall recall is increased, but without significantly reducing
precision.

3 Expansion Process
We now describe how we expanded the 126-entry seed list. Our approach is to add
similar terms to the list using the following two techniques: (1) Match head words
extracted from the original list; (2) Match semantic definitions of these head words. We
refer to the former as head-word matching and the latter as semantic matching. If a term
occurring in our general-purpose dictionaries matches a head word or a semantic
definition associated with a head word, it will be added to the expanded set. Figure 3
illustrates the entire process of term expansion using the resources listed in Section 2.
Seed list of
head-word

Extracted
terms

Head-word
Matching

CETA1

Extracted
terms

Head-word
Matching

CETA2

Extracted
terms

Head-word
Matching

HOWNET

Extracted
terms

Semantic
Matching
Data flow
Control flow

Figure 3: Term expansion process
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Seed list of
definition

Extraction of head words was done by hand, taking 35 minutes by a native Chinese
speaker. The head word is the central noun (or verb) in a term or phrase. A total of 81
head-word Chinese/English pairs were extracted from the original seed list. The lengths
of head-word pairs are no greater than 4 characters in Chinese; all English counterparts
contain only one word.
Semantic definitions are taken from the Chinese-English HowNet database. However,
not every seed list head is found in HowNet; only 49 head words are associated with
semantic definitions. Moreover, some head words have more than one definition. The
total number of definitions is 69, a few of which are not useful for term expansion
because of their irrelevance to the specific domain. After hand-deleting irrelevant
definitions, the final list of heads and associated definitions consists of 40 head words
and 52 definitions.
Once the expanded term list is generated, a manual check is applied. A “duplicate check”
is applied during each matching process, i.e., extracted terms are compared to the terms
in the existing term set (and its current expansion) so that duplicates are not added.

4 Results of Experiments and Analysis
As mentioned above, the three linguistic resources used for our experiments are CETA1,
CETA2, and HowNet. We apply a word-matching process to the two CETA dictionaries
and we use two types of matching on the HowNet database. Four expanded lists are
produced by this process. Following the expansion, we conducted a manual check, thus
producing a set of “purified results,” i.e., those terms that are judged to be in the domain
of interest. Two additional sets of terms are described below.
Figure 4 displays the results of the experiments. CETA2* refers to the results of
matching both Chinese head words and English head words. This can be compared with
the two lines above it (CETA1 and CETA2), where only Chinese head words are
matched.2 HowNet+ refers to the result of matching semantic definitions before nonrelevant definitions are deleted. Note that the precision in HowNet+ was the lowest of all
the experiments (.092). Human inspection by a native speaker established the irrelevance
of almost all 1,445 terms—except those corresponding to the 134 terms already found in
the second HowNet experiment. Section 5 analyzes the CETA* and HowNet+ expansions
further. It is clear from the table that the best results were obtained from CETA2, with a
precision of .811 and a recall of .967.
2

All HowNet expansions also used only the Chinese head words. The two types of matching used for
HowNet are word matching, where the seed list heads are compared to all Chinese lexemes in HowNet;
and semantic matching, where the semantic definitions whose lexemes are in the seed list are compared to
semantic definitions in other HowNet entries.
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Lexicon

CETA1

CETA2

CETA2*

HowNet

HowNet

HowNet+

Method

Match
Chinese
word only

Match
Chinese
word only

Match
Chinese
word only

Match sem
definition

Runtime
New
extractions
Cum.
Extractions
New purified
results
Cum.
purified
results
Purify time
(1 native
Chinese
speaker)
Precision
Recall

2m 28s
36

17s
701

Match sem
definition (incl
irrelevant
seedlist terms)
19s
1,445

7,424
(841+6,583)

6,258
(36+6,222)

6,959
(701+6,258)

7,703
(1,445+6,258)

4,364

4,514

16

134

134

614

4,978
(614+4,364)

5,128
(614+4,514)

4,994
(16+4,978)

5,128
(134+4,994)

5128
(134+4,994)

25m

30m

1h 45m
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17m

20m

.730
(614/841)
1.0
(614/614)

.811
(4364/5381)
.967
(4364/4514)
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(4514/6583)
1.0
(4514/4514)

.444
(16/36)
1.0
(16/16)

.191
(134/701)
1.0
(134/134)
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(134/1445)
1.0
(134/134)

4m 52s
841

6m 59s
5,381

Match Chinese
word &
English
translation
17m 51s
6,583

841

6,222
(841+5,381)

614

Figure 4: Results of Experiments

Note that when terms are extracted, further “translation merging” is required, since it is
often the case that a Chinese term occurs with more than one English translation in our
resources. In such cases, the lines are automatically merged prior to matching.

5 Discussion
During expansion, we observed two interesting phenomena. First, using the English
head-word for matching in the CETA* experiment introduces a significant quantity of
noise in the extracted result. Second, manual deletion of irrelevant definitions—9 “seed
list” heads—results in a 50% noise reduction between the two HowNet experiments
involving matching of semantic definitions.
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The first phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 5. Observe that there is an increase of more
than 1,000 terms—22.3%—in the Chinese-English case (CETA2*) over the Chinese-only
case (CETA2). However, most of these terms are relevant to the domain. Only 150 terms
in the additional 1000 are suitable (3.4% more than CETA2). If we use only the Chinese
head word, the precision increases from .6 (CETA2*) to .8 (CETA2) with only a slight
drop in recall (.03). Given that the drop is so small, only the Chinese head word is used in
the other experiments (CETA1 and HowNet).

7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000

Unpurified Expansion

0

Purified Expansion
1

2

Figure 5: Comparison of expansion for CETA2 and CETA2*: Column 1 refers to the number
of entries found in CETA2 (Chinese only) and Column 2 refers to the number of entries
found in CETA2* (Chinese and English). Although the unpurified CETA2* expansion is
22.3% higher than the unpurified CETA2 expansion, the purified CETA2* expansion is only
3.4% higher than the purified CETA2 expansion. This result indicates that the use of English
in the matching has a very low return for a significant increase in noise.

As for the second phenomenon, we found that semantic matching in our HowNet
experiments gave rise to a significant amount of noise due to Chinese-English
“translation fanout.”2 Such cases arise when a English|Chinese semantic definition in
HowNet is associated with a Chinese seed-list head word and also a different entry that
contains: (1) a domain-irrelevant Chinese word; or (2) an ancient Chinese word.

2

The semantic matching process is based on a comparison between semantic definitions in HowNet, where
each semantic definition is indicated by a “DEF=” symbol followed by a English|Chinese pair, such as
. Because of the pairing of English and Chinese as a part of the semantic definition, the
lexical entries in HowNet exhibit what has become known as “translation fanout” in standard bilingual
lexicons. The ambiguity introduced by this fanout gives rise to the extraction of many irrelevant entries in
the expansion process.

2 3+4+4(365798:<;>=@?
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A



is
An example of the first case is shown in (5.1), where the seedlist head word
associated with the semantic definition “
” in HowNet, which also appears
in irrelevant entries such as
(grieve) and
(sad).

P

(5.1) (irrelevant)
Head Word:
Extracted:

BCEDED<C,FHGIKJMLONQP
P1R

A SUSWVXEY<ZE[KBC\DED]C,FKGIHJML^NWP
T
P _D-`a,bcaQX\YEZ = BCDED<C,F-GIKJ | NQP
SdS
PeR Bf]gQX<YEZ\[KBC\DED]C,FHGIHJhL^NQP

This second case occurs when the semantic definitions of head words are too general, i.e.,
they express an “IS-A” relationship between the words and their definitions. Noise is
introduced when these definitions are so general that they encompass too many terms. In
addition, multiple semantic senses give rise to spurious definitions.

ikj

is
An example of this case is shown in (5.2), where the seedlist head word
associated with the semantic definition “
” in HowNet, which is too
general a definition, showing up in entries that contain ancient Chinese words such as
(Eight Diagrams) and
(golden mean).

u

lEm]C,FnJa\g<_<aoLqpsr



v w

t

(5.2) (too general)
Head Word:
Extracted:

ixj <X YEZE[dl\m]C,FnJa\g<_<aoLypr
t u YH`,_ zc{QXH`(f]_D<f|}BXEY\Z<[ElEm<C,F}J\a\gE_<aoLyp~r
SdS
v w _CKJ<g amQ|Kaf\mUXEYEZE[El\m]C,FnJa\g\_]aoLpQr

Our HowNet+ experiment extracted a total of 135 words and phrases that were too
general for the particular domain. To address this, we deleted 9 incorrect head definitions
from the seed list, inducing a 50% reduction in extracted results, where all rejected terms
were found to be irrelevant to the domain (as determined through human inspection).

6 Analysis of Deleted Words
This section presents a simple analysis of the human “purification” process, allowing us
to characterize a standard for selecting or rejecting terms such that future automation may
be possible. For this portion of our work, we present only the data rejected from the
CETA1 experiment, which we take to be a representative sample.
Figure 6 shows a summary of this analysis on deleted words. The category “Proper
noun” includes those words or phrases that are proper names of entities or events and
“Special phrase in China” indicates special phrases only used in China (remember our
dictionaries are Chinese-English lexicons). “Irrelevant Adj”, “Irrelevant N”, and
“Irrelevant V” refer to common adjectives, nouns and verbs, respectively, that are not
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relevant to the domain. Finally, words with inappropriate format contain formatting
errors. The reason these terms occurred in our original result set is that we employed a
“relaxed matching” procedure that allowed for phrasal matching across certain
(potentially erroneous) terms.

Category
Proper noun

Amount
(total 227)
20

Special phrase
in China

29
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Figure 6: Analysis of deleted words (CETA1)

7 Conclusions and Future Research
This report describes the process and results of experiments involving domain-specific
term expansion. Given a set of human-generated head words as a “seed list”, we applied
two expansion methods, head-word matching and semantic matching, to extract those
relevant terms from available Chinese-English dictionaries. We then checked the
expanded list by hand. An important contribution of this work is the finding that the use
of a bilingual term list for the expansion process does not provide a significant
improvement over the use of a simpler, more easily extracted, monolingual term list.
Our next step is to use the expanded list for further research in determining the optimal
prioritization of English translations in each Chinese-English entry. We will also use the
list to retrieve documents relevant to the domain for clustering and additional domaintuning of our lexicons. Finally, our ultimate goal is to produce a “seed list” automatically
using IR techniques based on terms in a document that is to be translated from Chinese to
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English. We believe the experiments reported herein are the first step toward processing
the resulting list, once it is extracted; that is, we intend to apply iterative bootstrapping,
generating the “seed list” automatically—and then using the techniques described in this
document for expansion and further information retrieval of documents that can assist us
in domain-tuning our lexicons.
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